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Background 
 
It is now more widely accepted that global warming and climate 
change is the result of human action. By any measure, it is the single 
biggest issue humankind must deal with if we are to preserve our way 
of life and maintain our level of prosperity in the 21st century. 
 
Climate change and global warming is a challenge far too big for any 
one country to solve alone but without action we face the risk of 
increasingly adverse economic, social and environmental 
consequences and it is these risks that need to be managed. 
 
In other words, we must all work together and do our share if we are 
to fix today’s problems for the generations of people to come in the 
future. 
 
International 
 
Our international response, has been to rally around a number of 
international agreements; the most significant of these being the 
‘Kyoto Protocol’. 
 
The ‘Kyoto Protocol’ in essence, provides a first step by which 
countries throughout the world can do their part in reducing global 
greenhouse gas emissions from 2008 – 2012. It also sets goals that 
countries must achieve or else be penalised. 
 
More than 160 countries have signed the ‘Protocol’ but key states like 
the USA and Australia have not ratified the agreement wanting greater 
flexibility in the standards while some Member States of the European 
Union want improved standards. 
 
 



It is also important to note, that the ‘Kyoto Protocol’ does not require 
immediate greenhouse gas reductions for developing nations, such as 
China and India. This fact alone has been a source of consternation for 
many western countries particularly given the sheer size of the 
populations in China and India and that by 2030, these countries will 
be the world’s single biggest polluters. 
 
Australia and a Carbon Trading System 
 
Although Australia has signed the ‘Kyoto Protocol’ it has not been 
ratified into Australian law. Despite this, the Federal Government has, 
nonetheless, committed some $1.8 billion dollars towards a national 
climate change program, including a reduction in land clearing 
practices. 
 
A key feature of the Federal Government’s position has been to 
consistently argue in favour of the strength of the Australian economy 
and to protect jobs and industry. This is particularly pertinent given 
that mining and mineral exploration represents a significant part of the 
economy especially in relation to the Australian coal and gas 
industries. 
 
In any event, one of the more important provisions of the ‘Kyoto 
Protocol’ is that it allows for ‘international emission trading’. In 
other words, Article 17 of the ‘Protocol’ states: 
 

“The right of parties to engage in emissions trading for 
the purpose of fulfilling their abatement commitments 
under the Protocol is enshrined. It is not dependent on 
any further action or decisions by the parties.” 

 
In other words, the development of a ‘carbon trading system’ 
internationally and/or domestically could complement the Federal 
Government’s domestic measures already being undertaken. 
 
It also potentially provides opportunities for landholders (in Australia 
or abroad) to play their part in off-setting carbon emissions and to 
substantially lower industry costs while achieving the same 
environmental outcomes. 
 
 
 
 
 



APEC and Regional Carbon Trading 
 
It is reported in the media (The Australian, May 19, 2007, Dennis 
Shanahan) that Australia is developing a ‘regional carbon emissions 
trading scheme’ which would include the USA, China and India, and 
could form the basis of a “Sydney Declaration” at the APEC Summit to 
be held in Sydney, during September, 2007. 
 
The proposal would include (6) partners, these being Australia, the 
USA, China, India, Japan, South Korea. It could also be expanded to 
include other regional partners. 
 
Its main feature is about promoting cleaner technologies and to 
establish a mechanism for setting greenhouse gas emission targets. 
Any polluters within the region who are not able to meet their emission 
cap would be able to use the carbon trading scheme to buy credits to 
off-set their extra greenhouse gases. 
 
In other words, a carbon trading system will allow countries, industry 
and landholders to work together to reduce overall greenhouse gas 
pollution. For landholders, it is particularly important because it means 
they would play a significant part in allowing industry to off-set their 
‘carbon footprint’ against the ‘carbon sink attributes’ of their land. 
 
Opportunities for Indigenous Australia 
 
First, it is important to contextualise what opportunities might be 
available for Indigenous people by recognising that Australia will by 
circumstance be a small player in respect of an international emission 
trading scheme. 
 
Nonetheless, big polluters here and abroad whether under voluntary 
arrangements or a domestic, regional and/or international carbon 
trading scheme, will be looking for ways in which their ‘carbon 
footprint’ can be off-set. 
 
At this point, it is interesting to note, that 16% of the Australian land 
mass is currently held by Indigenous people which for the most part 
remains undeveloped land. 
 
In the past, what may have been limited by planning restrictions now 
presents a significant opportunity for Indigenous landholders to 
translate the ‘carbon sink’ value of their land into quantifiable 
economic returns which might be re-used under an agreement for 



worthwhile community development initiatives. Additionally, the 
attributes of some land might also lend itself to partnership initiatives 
for the development of renewable energy sources such as wind, solar 
and water power. 
 
If ‘carbon off-setting’ is to succeed, then in my view government 
decision-makers will need to fully understand and accept the allocative 
and distributive dimensions of dealing with a fair and proper ‘carbon 
trading system’. 
 
This will mean that you cannot ignore the land base currently held by 
Indigenous people and there will need to be both formal and informal 
ways of giving effect and recognition to the value of indigenous-held 
land. 
 
Such an approach needs to assess the entire land-base including those 
lands with no real impediment to aggressive development through to 
the more passive arrangements such as the joint management of 
national parks, nature reserves and so on. 
 
Additionally, it might also include an assessment of projects which 
already contribute to reducing greenhouse gas emissions and would 
therefore attract interest from polluters. 
 
In essence, it will not only require a full appreciation of all the 
dimensions of carbon trading but an openness to being innovative and 
creative on how formal and informal agreements might be achieved. 
 
Case Study:  West Arnhem Fire Management Agreement 
 
A first start example is the ‘West Arnhem Fire Management 
Agreement’ finalised in August, 2006. I have included a synopsis of the 
agreement as an attachment to this paper. 
 
In short, the agreement is a joint agreement between Aboriginal 
people, western scientists and industry, who all have one thing in 
common and that is carbon. 
 
It is the first carbon trading agreement of its kind and in this case a 
big company wants to reduce its greenhouse gas output by off-setting 
this against the traditional fire burning practices by Aboriginal people 
and engaging them to check and manage wildfires which contribute to 
about 40% of the Northern Territory’s greenhouse gas emissions. It is 
in essence, an environmental services agreement. 



Scoping the Way Forward 
 
In scoping the way forward, a critical first step is to assess where the 
Centre for Aboriginal Independence and Enterprise (CAIE) might make 
a substantive input into developing and playing a key lead role in 
growing opportunities for being involved in ‘carbon trading and 
indigenous people’. 
 
As one of its aims, the Centre “will enhance alliances between the 
Aboriginal community and the non-Aboriginal community … about 
where we find ourselves and how we may address key issues for the 
future … . 
 
The Centre also states, “we will help to generate new directions … to 
move beyond reliance on government agencies and other 
bureaucracies”. 
 
This project seems entirely within the realm of the Centre and it may 
play a lead role in discussing and debating the issues as well as 
bringing the key players together. 
 
Preliminary Suggestions 
 
The starting point for driving such an initiative depends upon the 
political support and willingness of the Queensland Government to 
move forward on this matter. The Northern Territory example shows 
that none of these things move forward without leadership and 
facilitation by the government. 
 
Step (1)  -  Meeting with Queensland Government to explore issue. 
 
Step (2)  -  Establish initial Steering Group. 
 
Step (3) - Seek support from Government about hosting a 1-day 
forum with the key players. Probably best done as a roundtable rather 
than a lunch in order to make it more action-oriented. Who, when and 
where can form part of discussions. 
 
Step (4)  -  Distil information obtained from ‘Roundtable’ and identify 
known opportunities where ideas might be progressed. 
 
 
 



Step (5)  -  If Queensland Government see merit in the ongoing 
project, establish more formal Working Group of relevant 
representatives from CAIE, Aboriginal community, industry, 
conservation and government, to develop matter further, including the 
possibility of a state-wide indigenous land inventory to assess 
attributes. Also consider ‘working-up’ possible projects with 
government and industry support. 
 
Any possible projects need not be confined to issues like fire 
management. They might also include tourism, wild rivers protection, 
renewable energy projects, coastal and water management protection, 
and so on. 
 
Conclusion 
 
This paper is by no means exhaustive but I hope that it provides some 
way of being able to engage Indigenous people on this important issue 
and to move this matter out to the broader arena so that Indigenous 
people are not left out of the debate as well as making their 
contribution to reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I leave this paper for your consideration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         Aden Ridgeway 
         26 July, 2007 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



West Arnhem Fire Management Agreement 

Category:  Agreement   

Date:  24 August 2006   

Sub Category: Joint Management Agreement 

 

Location: 
Western Arnhem Land, Northern Territory, 
Australia 

 
The Western Arnhem Land Fire Abatement project 
covers an area of 28,000 square kilometres (Tropical 
Savannas CRC 2006). 

Alternative Names: •  WAFMA 

Subject Matter: 
Collaboration / Partnership | Employment and Training 
| Environmental Heritage | Land Management

Summary Information:   

The West Arnhem Fire Management Agreement (‘WAFMA’) was signed in August 2006. It 
creates a partnership between Darwin Liquefied Natural Gas ('DLNG'), the Northern Territory 
Government, the Northern Land Council (‘NLC’) and Traditional Owners from coastal 
Maningrida to the headwaters of the Katherine and Mann Rivers. 
 
Under the WAFMA, the Northern Territory Government will contract the NLC and Traditional 
Owners to implement the fire management strategy (Northern Territory Government 2006). 
DLNG will provide about $1 million per year for 17 years to the Traditional Owners for this 
purpose (Savannah Links 2007).  
 
Traditional Owners and land managers will carry out the burning, which will also be 
monitored by Tropical Savannas CRC (Stephen 2006; Northern Territory Government 2006; 
Tropical Savannas CRC, Annual Report 2005-06 44). 

Detailed Information:   

Greenhouse gas emissions offsets 
 
Under the licence terms for its Liquefied Natural Gas plant in Darwin Harbour, DLNG agreed 
to offset greenhouse gas emissions from the plant (Scrymgour, Parliamentary Debates, June 
2006; Tropical Savannas CRC 2006).  
 
WAFMA is designed to offset about 100,000 tonnes of these greenhouse gas emissions per 
year (NTG). Unchecked wildfires create about 40 per cent of greenhouse gas emissions in 
the Northern Territory (see Northern Territory Government 2006; Savannah Links 2007; 
Scrymgour, Parliamentary Debates, June 2006). Controlled, patchy grass fires lit in early-
mid dry season, when fires are less intense, will reduce unchecked wildfires and emit fewer 
greenhouse gases (Northern Territory Government 2006; Savannah Links 2007).  
 
The Environment Minister stated that ‘[t]his project legitimises what [Aboriginal traditional 
owners] have been doing as the scientific evidence has come down to demonstrate that 
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traditional fire management practices, moderate patchwork burning in the early to mid-Dry 
Season, [produce] lower greenhouse emissions’ (Scrymgour, Parliamentary Debates, August 
2006). 
 
Benefits of WAFMA  
 
In addition to reduced greenhouse gas emissions, the reduction in unchecked wildfires 
brought about by the fire management scheme will protect rock sites, biodiversity and 
tourist attractions (Northern Territory Government 2006, Savannah Links 2007).  
 
WAFMA will employ local Aboriginal land management rangers (Northern Territory 
Government 2006). Other benefits for the communities include: 
•  ‘providing role models and better career paths for Aboriginal children … 
•  supporting transfer of Indigenous knowledge between generations as elders work with 
young people 
•  helping people re-establish contact with traditional lands  
•  building English skills and cross-cultural confidence essential to economic activities such 
as tourist enterprises [and] 
•  supporting partnerships between remote communities leading to improved social and 
economic coordination’ (Savannah Links 2007; see also Tropical Savannas CRC 2006). 
 
Development of WAFMA 
 
WAFMA took about ten years to develop (ABC Rural 2006). The Minister for the Environment 
explained its origins: ‘[s]ince the early 1990s, visionary Territorians such as Lofty Bardayal 
Nadjamerrek AO … have been agitating to reinstate traditional Aboriginal land and fire 
management practices in their country on the Arnhem plateau. With the aid of organisations 
such as the Jawoyn Association and Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation, traditional owners 
have built ranger programs from the ground up in preparation for the realisation of this 
dream’ (Scrymgour, Parliamentary Debates, June 2006). The idea also relied on research by 
Tropical Savannas CRC, CSIRO, Bushfires NT, the Australian Greenhouse Office, the NT 
Department of Natural Resources Environment and the Arts and Western Australia’s 
Department of Land Information (Savannah Links 2007).  
 
With this information, the NLC and NTG ‘approached Darwin LNG, then ConocoPhillips, with 
a proposal to establish a greenhouse abatement project’ (Scrymgour, Parliamentary 
Debates, June 2006). 
 
Other possible agreements 
 
WAFMA is an example of the use of traditional burning practices producing greenhouse gas 
emissions savings that can then be traded with companies (see generally Common Ground 
2007). 
 
The CRC notes that ‘[o]ther large corporations in the mining and energy sectors are in talks 
with the Centre to broker similar offset agreements with local land managers that are based 
on the Centre’s research and adoption record in more effective fire and land management in 
north Australia’ (Tropical Savannas CRC, Annual Report 2005-06 44). 

 
 
 


